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Hi, how are you?
If you’re reading this, you probably like cocktails. Good news!
There are recipes in here to guide you through a few of them;
mostly originals, but there are a couple of classics sprinkled in
there. If that’s why you’ve come, welcome to Shangri La. Turn
the page and get into the meat of it.
As for the rest of you–
I’m very fond of something that cocktail historian David
Wondrich wrote in his book, Imbibe!
A proper drink at the right time - one mixed with care and
skill and served in a true spirit ofhospitality - is better than
any other made thing at giving us the illusion, at least, that
we're getting what we want from life. A cat can gaze upon a
king, as the proverb goes, and after a Dry Martini or a
Sazerac Cocktail or two, we're all cats.

My fondness is, of course, self serving. I get to present the
illusion. But here is the truth: it’s not all that hard, when it gets
down to it. Pour stuff from one vessel into another vessel, mix it
up, and pour it into a third vessel. That’s the gig. A lot of folks
want you to believe there’s something mystical about it… there
ain’t.
Drinking in the Public Domain is my try at killing that
mysticism. It’s not meant to teach you how to bartend, or to
make you an expert, or any hogwash like that. It’s meant to turn
you into a cat.
The recipes in here are presented with some pretty pictures,
which are a part of the public domain. The public domain
belongs to us all, and so should Wondrich’s illusion.
XO
Liam
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Some notes on technique;
or, Learn the Rules, nd Then Forget Them

First, and most important: the best technique is the one that gets
you the drink you want. With that in mind, though, there are
some generally-accepted conventions in making cocktails. Shake
drinks with juice, stir drinks without it, add ingredients from
cheapest to most expensive, shake your egg white drinks twice.
Things like that.
For the purposes of these recipes, the most important things are
these: when you shake or stir, you're chilling and diluting the
drink. If you shake a drink, you're also aerating it, which
changes the texture. Stir for 30-40 rotations, shake for ten
seconds or so.
You can stir in pretty much anything, with pretty much
anything, You can shake with anything that seals. Get yourself a
mason jar, a lid, a chopstick, and voila! A fully functional
mixology setup.
If you want to buy the real stuff, a basic setup would include a
jigger, a shaker (two piece is best), a hawthorne strainer, and a
bar spoon. Extra credit for a mixing glass and a fine strainer.
Congratulations! Through assiduous study of this page, you have
become an expert.
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Whiskey Cocktail
2 ounces bourbon or rye
1/4 ounce simple syrup
2 dashes aromatic bitters
Stir all of the ingredients with ice, and
strain. Express the oils of an orange or
lemon peel over the drink, and enjoy with
or without ice.
The observant among you may note that this is an old
fashioned, and it is! The stalwart old fashioned is an old
fashioned cocktail; that is, it is a cocktail in the 'old
fashioned' sense, containing spirit, sugar, and bitters.
With that in mind, this recipe is for a whiskey cocktail.
Substitute other spirits to your preference.
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Simple Syrup
1 cup granulated sugar
1 cup waters
Combine sugar and water in a small sauce
pan and heat, stirring occasionally, until
the sugar is fully dissolved.
Simple syrup is so named because it is, well, extremely
simple. Syrups that involve fruit, different kinds of
sugars, herbs, whatever, are compound syrups.
For rich simple syrup, double the sugar.
Simple syrup can be made in myriad ways-- the
important part is equal parts sugar and water. I tend to
make mine, for instance, in a blender, rather than a
sauce pan. A microwave would work. Or a whisk and
elbow grease. Whatever's clever.
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Breakfast Beer
12 ounces pilsner (or the beer of your
choice)
3/4 ounce lime juice
3/4 ounce grapefruit juice
1 oz simple syrup, or to taste
Combine everything in a tall glass and
enjoy. For a more pleasurable experience,
chill juices and simple syrup before
mixing.
This is, in effect, a shandy, or a homemade version of
Stiegl's famous grapefruit radler. It's a fine drink to
make and enjoy with a picnic lunch, or on the beach.
It is also extremely suitable for mitigating a hangover. In
the words ofHarry MacElhone, "this is a very good
bracer for that feeling ofthe morning after the night
before."
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Hanky Panky
2 ounces dry gin
1 ounce sweet vermouth
2 dashes Fernet Branca
Stir all of the ingredients with ice, and
strain. Express the oils of an orange peel
over the drink
An old school martini variation circa 1921 by Ada
Coleman, the head bartender at the American Bar in the
Savoy Hotel, which exists to this day. Notably, it is the
first classic drink ascribed to a female bartender.
At the time ofwriting, the Savoy's American Bar is once
more helmed by a woman, one Shannon Tebay.
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Dorkus Malorkus
2 ounces rye whiskey
3/4 ounce Cynar
1/2 ounce dry vermouth
1/4 ounce Fernet Branca
Stir all of the ingredients with ice, and
strain. Express the oils of a lemon peel
over the drink
My own variation on Coleman's Hanky Panky. It is
somewhat drier and significantly more bitter. Very
suitable for base spirit substitutions.
Invented for Grain Whiskey Bar in 2021, exactly one
hundred years after Coleman's drink.
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Dry Martini

(Classic)
2 ounces dry gin
1 ounce dry vermouth
2 dashes orange bitters
Stir all of the ingredients with ice, and strain.
Garnish with an olive or a lemon peel.
The once and future King ofCocktails. Considering its
ubiquity, the venerable Martini is ofvague provenance.
This is not quite the original recipe, but is the recipe and
style ofMartini from which classic Martinis descend.

Deluxe Dry Martini

(Liam's style)
2 ounces Californian gin
1 ounce dry vermouth
1/4 ounce Luxardo maraschino
2 dashes orange bitters
Stir all of the ingredients with ice, and strain. Garnish
with a high quality pickled onion.
This is how I take my martinis, and how I encourage you
to take yours.
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Foxhound
1 ounce gin
1 ounce sweet vermouth
1 ounce dry vermouth
1/2 oz simple syrup
2 whole strawberries
1/8 teaspoon apple cider balsamic vinegar
Muddle the strawberry, simple syrup, and
vinegar together. Add the remaining
ingredients and shake with ice. Strain into
a coupe or cocktail glass and garnish with a
slice of strawberry.
Ifapple cider balsamic vinegar is unavailable, any high
quality balsamic will do.
Based closely on the Bloodhound, a cocktail that was
proportedly introduced to London by the Duke of
Manchester.
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Kelly's Gambit
1.5 ounces Angostura bitters
1 ounce honey syrup
3/4 ounce lime juice
3/4 ounce grapefruit
A small amount of absinthe
Combine bitters, honey, lime, and
grapefruit and shake hard with ice. Strain
into a collins glass over crushed ice, and
garnish with a sprig of mint. Spritz
absinthe over the drink with an atomizer.
If an atomizer is unavailable, rinse the glass
before filling it with ice. If you are
fortunate enough to have access to a
spindle mixer, use it in lieu of shaking.
A cocktail created at the Corner Door in Culver City.
Inspired by a combination ofingredients used commonly
by Don the Beachcomber, progenator ofthe original tiki
bar. Named, like a great many ofmy drinks, after the
inimitable Kelly Guilday.
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Honey Syrup
2 cups honey
1 cup waters
Combine honey and water in a small sauce pan
and heat, stirring occasionally, until the sugar is
fully dissolved.
Another easy to make, versatile syrup for cocktails. Famously
used in classic and modern classic cocktails; the Gold Rush, Chet
Baker, Navy Grog, Pennecillin, Brown Derby, et cetera.
Just like simple syrup, honey syrup can be made however you
like, so long as the honey dissolves into solution. Once more, I
lean on my trusty blender.
Note that different bars and bartenders use different ratios of
honey to water; experiment to find your taste.
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Blood Meridian

2 ounces chipotle infused tequila
1 ounce lime juice
3/4 ounce grenadine
1/4 ounce Ancho Reyes
1 slice of cucumber

Combine everything and shake with ice.
Strain into a salt rimmed coupe and
garnish with a cucumber wheel.
For chipotle infused tequila, let a single
canned chipotle pepper macerate in a
bottle of tequila, somewhere between a few
hours and a week, depending upon your
taste.
Another drink created at the Corner Door, and one that
sells in preposterous numbers. Inspired loosely by a
particular style ofsangrita, a traditional chaser to
tequila.
Named for Cormac McCarthey's western masterpiece.
"Every child knows that play is nobler than work."
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Grenadine

1 cup pomegranate juice
1 cup sugar
1.5 ounces pomegranate molasses
1/2 teaspoon orange flower water
Combine everything in a blender and mix
on high until the sugar is fully dissolved.
Can also be made in a microwave, on a
stovetop, with the steam wand of an
espresso machine, etc.
Adapted from Jeffrey Morgenthaler's widely known
recipe.
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War Bonds
Cocktail

2 ounces rye whiskey
1/2 ounce Giffard Abricot de Roussillion
liqueuer
2 dashes orange bitters
Stir all of the ingredients with ice, and
strain. Express the oils of a lemon peel
over the drink, and enjoy with or without
ice.
Another drink in the format ofa cocktail in the strictest
sense, though this one is an original. A light and
tantalizing drink, suitable before or after dinner.
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Lemonade

12 ounces lemon juice
12 ounces water
9 ounces simple syrup

Combine all ingredients and stir with ice.
Garnish with lemon wheels.
An excellent, easy recipe for lemonade for the teetotalers
among us. As with all things, the quality ofone's
ingredients is paramount; use fresh lemon juice, and buy
your lemons, ifyou can, from a local farmer.
Extremely suitable for modification and
experimentation. Throw some rosemary in there! Toss in
some berries! Try a little mint!
Ifyou choose to use your lemonade for mischief:
substitute sparkling water for still, toss in a little gin,
and you've got a Tom Collins.
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Disco Elysium
1 ounce rhum agricole
1 ounce kirschwasser
1/2 ounce creme de noyaux
1/2 ounce Benedictine

Combine all ingredients and stir with ice.
Str in over rocks, or, if available, one large
block of ice. Express the oils of a large
piece of grapefriuit peel over the drink.
A drink conceived ofand designed exclusively around
the palate, with no regard as to whether or not it would
sell. As such, it uses somewhat obscure ingredients
"It takes time to block out the sounds ofthe world. But
once you do, it's like you're on a wavelength. Not like
any *natural* wavelength. No. There seems to be
*something* on the other end, ifonly you could listen
closely enough...
That *something* is the sound ofyour brain cells giving
their two weeks' notice."
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Zed's Dead,
Baby

2 ounces blanco tequila
1 ounce lime juice
1/2 ounce honey syrup
1/2 ounce Aperol
1/2 ounce Giffard Vanille de Madagascar
Combine all ingredients and shake with
ice. Strain into a coupe or cocktail glass
and garnish with a lime wheel.
For honey syrup, combine two parts
honey with one part hot water and stir
until fully dissolved.
Bartender Arik Silva's inaugural cocktail. A riffon a
riff; inspired by the Naked and Famous, a modern
classic, which was inspired in turn by a Last Word.
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White Russian

2 ounces vodka
1 ounce Kahlua
1 ounce cream or half & half
Build in a glass with ice and stir until
incorporated.
The first cocktail I ever had, at Ryan Euker's house in
Riverside, California.
Neither vodka nor sweet drinks garner enough attention
amongst the mixology set, but both remain extremely
popular among folks who drink. Let us not forget from
whence we came; for dust we are, and to dust we shall
return.
I would be remiss not to mention that the White Russian
is the perpetual companion ofJeff'The Dude' Lebowski.
I imagine that I must thank The Dude for just about
every White Russian I have ever made, including that
first one at Ryan's place.
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Absinthe Frappe
1 ounce absinthe
1 ounce dry vermouth
3/4 ounce simple syrup
1/4 ounce lemon juice
1 large pinch of mint leaves

Muddle the mint and simple syrup
together. Combine all ingredients and
shake with ice. Strain into a frappe glass or
footed pilsner glass. Fill with crushed ice,
and garnish with a mint sprig.
My version ofa classic, old-timey drink. Enjoy on a
patio with some pastry and a cup ofcoffee, or whenever
you need a refreshing bracer.
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Mai Tai

1 ounce full bodied, dark rum
1 ounce funky Jamaican rum
1 ounce lime juice
1/2 ounce curacao
1/4 ounce orgeat
1/4 oz simple syrup
Combine everything in a shaker with ice,
shake, and strain over crushed ice. Garnish
with mint and half a lime. Enjoy the
perfect drink.
The perfect drink, invented in 1944 by the immortal
Trader Vic Bergeron. Named, according to legend, after
Vic served the drink to a Tihitian friend, who
exclaimed "Maita’i roa a’e!" or, translated, "Out ofthis
world!"
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Some Notes on the Mai Tai or: You Always Hurt the One
You Love
Once, the legend goes, the drink was so popular that rum supplies dwindled
worldwide. Eighty years later, the Mai Tai sits uncomfortably in limbo. On
one hand, the drink is still wildly popular, in a sense; it is a drink that
everybody has heard of. What one will receive upon ordering a Mai Tai,
however, varies wildly from bar to bar, nay, bartender to bartender.
Trader Vic Bergeron was precious about his secret recipes. Nobody is perfect.
Vic’s secrecy, together with the fame ofthe drink, meant that supply could
not meet demand. Bars and bartenders, inundated with Mai Tai-crazed
guests, were forced to adapt, or to invent from whole cloth, new imitators
to drink. Eventually the once-prized elixir was reduced to some vague
combination ofrum, pineapple juice, and grenadine. You’ll still get that
drink from a lot offolks. To paraphrase Homer: there he lay, great and
greatly fallen.
Since the “cocktail revival” ofthe aughts began, the Mai Tai very often
resembles Vic’s recipe. Orgeat has made a return, fresh juice abounds, and
rums from far afield are available in your local grocery store.
Arguments remain as to what sort ofrums are most appropriate. Vic
himselfdescribed the drink as containing rums from Jamaica and
Martinique, but there is compelling evidence that the Martinique rum ofhis
time was Rum Negrita– a dark, rich rum. Martinique rum nowadays is,
most often, Rhum Agricole, a spirit distilled from sugarcane juice, and is
different in the extreme from Negrita. I prefer a Mai Tai without agricole,
and substitute instead a dry, dark rum, as indicated in the preceding recipe.
The moral ofthe story is this: share and share alike, or you’ll get bad Mai
Tais for fifty years.
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The First Drink
I Ever Made

2 ounces demerara rum
1 ounce lime juice
1/2 ounce honey syrup
1/4 oz Cardamaro, or PX sherry
Half a persimmon, sliced

Muddle the persimmon and simple syrup
together. Combine all ingredients and
shake with ice. Strain into a coupe.
I lied to you a little bit, here. This is the first drink of
mine that ever appeared on a menu, as far as I can
recall. I had, ofcourse, made plenty ofdrinks, and had
tried to make plenty that were good enough for a menu.
It was called the Golden Room, after the ballroom from
the Shining.
I have included it here because I think it's an okay
drink, and only okay. There's not a whole lot to it. It's
basically a persimmon daiquiri.
From this persimmon daiquiri, though, have come a lot
ofdrinks, some ofwhich even turned out good! From
this persimmon daiquiri came a lot ofyears doing
something that I think is eminently interesting. As the
man said, "sucking at something is the first step to
becoming sorta good at something."
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Congratulations! You’ve reached the end. If you were
just here for the recipes, close the book, you’re done!
You have perused the garden, and, I hope, taken what
you will from it.
As for the rest of you–
Thanks for taking the time. This project means a
great deal to me.
I started working on this thing because I want people
to have more fun thinking about, making, and
consuming drinks. God damn it, it should be fun!
I wrote some weighty stuff about facts and truth and
big ideas, but it's gone now. That stuff is for the
birds. Take things seriously without taking them so
seriously, that’s what I always say.
Volume Two will come!
Fiat Lux! Excelsior!
Liam
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Images taken from John J. Audubon's
Birds ofAmerica

Support the Audubon Society and the
conservation of American birds at
http://www.audubon.org/Donate

Liam Odien is a bartender in Los Angeles,
California. At time of writing he is
happily mixin' at Playa Provisions.
For more recipes, issues of Drinking in the
Public Domain, and other treats, go to
www.drinkinginpublic.com.

